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86. The Super-Compression Method.- Thin method is due*,
to Ihigald Clerk, who in his Jamew Forrest Lecture (1904)
before the Institution of Civil Engineers, described it thus :
" Home time ago it appeared to me possible to reduce maximum
temperatures by increasing the charge weight per stroke given
to an engine. 1 had experimented with two engines, oik*
having a 7 in. cylinder, 16 in. stroke, and the otjher a 10 in.
cylinder, IS in. stroke. These engines/ which are of the
ordinary standard four-cycle type, are allowed to take in
the usual charge of gas and air; then at the end of the stroke
a further charge of air or other Inert fluid is added to increase
the pressure in the cylinder to 7 lb» or 8 Ib. per nquare inch
above atmosphere before the return of the piston. A small
part, of the return stroke is, however, made before the pressure
can bo materially increased as the added charge takes some
time to fill the cylinder. This has the effect of increasing the
charge weight present in the cylinder by about 40 per cent,
and of increasing the pressure of compression without, however,
increasing the temperature of compression. Indeed in both
experiments the temperature of compression was diminished.
As the ehargo present i» constant so far as gas is concerned,
the maximum temperature capable of being produced is much
reduced. The maximum temperature shown By the diagrams
taken by me from theme two engines ib about 1,200° (1 Experi-
ments	and it was found that the heat-flow was
reduced to about two*thirds, and further that the moan
available wa» increased about 20 per cent."
The thermal efficiency of an engine which on working
without 8U|KMr-compre88ion wag 27*7 per cent,  showed an
to 344 percent, when super-compression was adopted.
On©	that if the atmospheric pressure were 50 per
higher than it is, it would suit the working of gas engines
a	better,*
* Tb«	of titk t»         In the         of anginas which have to
nt	wlileli are afc a cormtderahlo height above       loved,
Tlio howft-poww tiiicli«r ttitiw er mill florin falk off, and manufacturers
itllfiw tor »	of  about 3 per cent, for every 1,000 ft. of
altitude.

